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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

AgDevCo invests
in agricultural
businesses
in sub-Saharan
Africa
In 2021 AgDevCo supported African
agriculture to thrive in the aftermaths
of the Covid-19 pandemic by:
> i	
nvesting an additional $28m into four new
businesses and five businesses already in
our portfolio; and

We aim to make a financial
return and create impact at
the same time. The money
we make is then recycled
into new investments.
We currently have $280m
assets under management.
By the end of 2021, the
value of our portfolio was
$141m into 44 businesses.

> d
	elivering $200k of technical support to
businesses in our portfolio.
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Our portfolio also had wider
impacts in 2021. We helped our
portfolio to:

Our portfolio made a positive
difference to people’s lives in
2021 by:
>	
working with 325,210 men and 171,260
women customers, traders, and small-scale
farmers, with 387,830 attributable to
AgDevCo investment;
>	
directly employing men and women into
16,900 and 6,600 jobs (respectively), with
13,630 attributable to AgDevCo; and
>	
paying $25m in wages, with $20m
attributable to AgDevCo.

>	
producing 18,000 tons of nutritious food and
133m eggs for local markets, which is equal
to a year of meals for 33,000 people;
>	
substitute $2.4m of food imports with local
products; and
>	
export $76m of produce to Europe and Asia.
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INTRODUCTION

Our vision is a thriving
commercial agriculture
sector which benefits both
people and planet

AgDevCo is a specialist investor in earlystage African agribusinesses. Our vision is a
thriving commercial agriculture sector which
benefits both people and planet. We
contribute to this by investing in and
supporting businesses to grow, create jobs,
produce food, and link farmers to markets.
We provide growth capital through debt and
equity investments ranging between $2m
and $10m.
We invest across the agricultural value chain,
from production inputs to logistics, and in all
lower and lower-middle income sub-Saharan
African countries. We maximise the impact
from every dollar of capital by recycling the
income we make into new investments.
However, AgDevCo provides

more than just capital. We help our investees
grow into profitable businesses by providing
tailored technical support through our
technical assistance facility.
How Covid is Shaping our Work
The Covid-19 pandemic slowed the impact
created by AgDevCo’s portfolio but did not
materially decrease it. In 2021, we saw a
general trend towards recovery which has
meant that impact has started to increase
again after plateauing in 2020.
Most of AgDevCo’s investment businesses
responded to the Covid-19 challenges by
saving money wherever they could to wait
out the wave of higher costs and lower
demands. In 2021, prices and demands for
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commodities went up as developed
economies started to re-open. Governments
reduced restrictions on gatherings and
agribusinesses were able to increase their
workforce and resume support for
outgrowers. As a result, the majority of
AgDevCo’s portfolio, with exceptions, have
followed a general trend towards recovery in
2021, which meant growth in impact. Our
investee businesses started re-hiring people,
raising wages, and engaging more smallscale suppliers, traders, and customers than
in 2020. The proportion of women able to
engage in the supply chains also increased
back to pre-pandemic levels.
AgDevCo took active measures to support
its investees to overcome the continuing

effects of the pandemic. A key challenge for
many companies was cash flow. To support
liquidity in a number of businesses we
restructured investments, agreed standstills
on loans, and/ or extended the tenure of
loans. We will watch closely whether and
how our businesses are managing the
disruptions in world markets resulting from
the war in Ukraine.
AgDevCo’s strong networks and local
presence have meant that in spite of the
risks and costs of doing business during the
pandemic, AgDevCo managed to continue
making new investments. This is another
reason why the 2021 impact is high because
new investments started generating
additional impact.
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PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW

We have been investing
in Africa since 2010
Operating in ten different countries, our regional investment distribution is:

3 Investments 21 Investments 23 Investments
In West Africa

In East Africa

In 2021, our investment portfolio
comprised 47 companies
(including a number of small,
legacy investments) with a value
of $150m.
We work in a variety of sectors
and crops, including high-value
export crops like avocados and
lychees; nutritious food industries
for domestic markets, and
affordable meat protein like
poultry and fisheries. The
portfolio has a mix of investment
instruments from short-term
working capital, to secured and
mezzanine debt, to equity and
control positions in businesses.

● Countries
	
with active investments/projects
Countries eligible for investment
● 	
● 	
Countries eligible for investment if funds are used in other countries
Regional office
Local presence

In Southern Africa
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FOOD SECURITY

Producing a year of
meals for 33,000 people

AgDevCo tackles food security in Africa in
two ways. The portfolio increases income for
hundreds of thousands of people every year.
When people have more money, one of the
first things they do is buy more, and better,
food. AgDevCo also makes a direct
contribution by investing in companies that
supply locally produced nutritious foods and
improve equal access for the poor, especially
vulnerable women.

In 2021, our investments produced 133
million eggs, 18,000 tonnes of nutritious food
products, all sold to low-income households.
That is equivalent to 37 million nutritious
meals, or a year of meals for 33,000 people.
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IMPACT RESULTS AT A GLANCE

In 2021, AgDevCo’s
.
investments
created more
jobs than ever
AgDevCo has an impact framework which
allows us to project, track, and understand the
changes brought about by our investments. In
addition, we undertake case studies which go
deeper into the detail of our impact on people
and the wider economy. Considering climate
change resilience and gender equality are part
of our approach at every stage of the
investment process.

In 2021, AgDevCo’s investments created more
jobs than ever, while increasing opportunities
for small-scale farmers, customers, and traders.
As a result, employees and farmers, customers
or traders received $25m and $123m in income,
almost $150m in total.

We assess and report on our impact annually.
The direct impacts of our active portfolio in
2021 are summarised below. These numbers
exclude the ongoing impact of investments that
we have exited. The direct impact numbers are
calculated on an attribution basis, which means
that in cases where AgDevCo is not the only
capital provider, we only claim our proportional
share of direct impacts. This is a conservative
approach compared with many other impact
investors.

Ghana

Tanzania

Ghana

Kenya
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13,630 jobs (28% for women) attributable
to AgDevCo’s investments.

11,080

Jobs created and
maintained

2020

13,630

Jobs created and
maintained

2021

Employees working in AgDevCo’s portfolio
earned more money than in 2020.

$1,600
Income per
job per year

2020

$1,680
Income per
job per year

2021

Benefits for 387,830 small-scale farmers,
customers, and traders (34% women)
attributable to AgDevCo investments.

222,540

Small-scale farmers,
traders, and customers

2020

387,830

Small-scale farmers,
traders, and customers

2021

Small-scale farmers, customers, and
traders in AgDevCo supply chains earned
more money than in 2020.

$350

Income per
person per year

2020

$410

Income per
person per year

2021
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Charcoal production to agroforestry
Charcoal is a key fuel in many parts of Africa
including Ghana. Its production via the
unauthorised harvest of mature hardwood
trees can be an important income stream in
communities such as Babator, but can
damage ecosystems, reduce climate
resilience, and reduce carbon sequestration.
Since establishing the Babator Irrigation
Farm Hub (BIFH) in 2016, AgDevCo has been
working with the local community to reduce
unauthorised charcoal production. In 2020,
we partnered with GIZ on a project
introducing agroforestry into the area. This
provides alternative income streams,
promotes food diversification and security,
and benefits the environment. In the first
year, 1,000 new cashew nut and mango trees
have been planted.

Previously, there were few mango or cashew
nut trees. 500 families have been given 100
seedlings each and trained on how to get the
best out of the new trees.
The project made agreements with
household rather and individuals promoting
family farming and as a result husband and
wife teams have been attending training and
farming the trees together.
Most families are planting the trees in
between their yam and cassava crops. This
helps with the soil nutrients, and ensures a
more productive, efficient use of land. The
farmers have planted birch trees on the
boundary of the farms to use as firewood in
years when their incomes are too low to
cover the costs of fuel. These farms used to
provide food crops only but now the same
amount of land should provide families with
food, fuel, and cash crops.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

AgDevCo is part of the
solution to addressing
climate change in Africa

African countries are facing a wide range of
climate change risks and opportunities.
AgDevCo is part of the solution to addressing
climate change in Africa. Our technical
specialists work with the companies in our
portfolio to improve their resilience and ability
to adapt to these a changing climate.
AgDevCo’s climate strategy covered two areas
in 2021; carbon accounting and physical
climate risks and opportunity assessments.
Carbon accounting
In 2021 we used the lessons from our carbon
accounting pilot in 2020 to make refinements to
our carbon calculator. We supported our
portfolio companies to produce company level
emissions reports. These were then used to
develop recommendations for potential ways in
which to reduce emissions. As a result, portfolio
companies are starting to make changes such
as reviewing equipment efficiency, exploring
on-site energy production, and piloting
regenerative agricultural practices.

Physical Climate Risk and Opportunity
Assessment
AgDevCo developed a new method to assess
physical climate risks and opportunities in
2021. The method is based on approaches like
HAZID and uses a workshop-based format. We
have included these assessments in our deal
process and have conducted assessments for
all new deals this year.
Physical climate risk and opportunity
assessments help AgDevCo fulfil our
commitments as part of Taskforce for Climate
Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) alignment.
The assessments enable us to compare and
analyse investee business level risks, start to
integrate this more formally with portfolio level
risks and to identify targets for support in
adaptation and resilience through our technical
assistance facility.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE

Our investments lead to
transformational change

Ultimately, our biggest impact is where our
investments lead to transformational change
(e.g., through developing new industries,
demonstration effects and driving growth up
and downstream). Although difficult to capture,
we are confident that the indirect impacts of our
investments are many multiples of the direct
impacts that we measure annually. Examples
that we saw in the 2021 portfolio include the
following:

>	
We have worked with the Flow Equity group
to expand their successful backyard poultry
model in East Africa, taking a proven
business model from Ethiopia (where they
operate under the brand EthioChicken) to
establish greenfield operations in Rwanda
and Uganda, reaching tens of thousands of
beneficiaries. Our relationship with Flow
Equity continues to deepen as we help them
target new geographies.

>	
In 2021, our potato seed investments in
northern Zambia substituted $2.4m of food
imports with locally produced, high quality
seed potatoes supplied to farmers
throughout the country and stimulating
downstream investment in potato
processing.

>	
We continue to build our investments in the
macadamia sector in Malawi, Kenya and
Mozambique, helping build competitive
industries that can compete globally with
large established players such as Australia
and South Africa. We support both
commercial production and outgrowers.

Uganda

Senegal

Rwanda

Kenya
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>	
Our portfolio company in Tanzania, EFTA,
>	
In 2020, the success of Tropha’s chilli
offered a new financial product for smaller
production in Malawi attracted interest from
leases (i.e., less than USD 10,000) for threethe restaurant company, Nando’s, to buy
wheel goods transport bikes and power tillers.
some of their chillies locally instead of
This means entrepreneurs are making money
importing them. After testing the idea of
delivering produce from farms to markets or
procuring local birds’ eye chillies with 50 of
tilling land for farmers who cannot afford to rent Tropha’s outgrowers in 2020, Nando’s
tractors. Both of these services are assisting
expanded the contract in 2021. 160 farmers
small-scale farmers to make more money from
received inputs and technical training from
their farms.
Jacoma on credit and produced 45,000kg of
chillies to sell to Nando’s. The farmers
>	
We made our first investment in the aquaculture benefited from a secure market with a
premium price far above local alternative
sector, with Victory Farms in Kenya. As well as
crops (such as soya beans) and were able to
building a sustainable production model on
fully repay Jacoma for the inputs and
Lake Victoria, the company has pioneered a
training. This is an important step in building
highly efficient model of delivering fresh fish to
demand for local chillies in Malawi.
informal market traders, mainly women, who
serve up this nutritious and inexpensive form of
protein to customers throughout Kenya.
>	
AgDevCo and IFC funded the set-up of
Westfalia in Mozambique to demonstrate the
region’s potential to export fresh fruit to
European markets. Since 2014, Westfalia has
not only exported its own litchis to Europe but
also connected four other Mozambican farms to
these lucrative markets via their export
platform. In 2021, one of these farms, Macs in
Moz, grew to a point where they emulated the
Westfalia model and set up their own export
platform, further deepening the fruit export
industry in the region.

Malawi

Uganda

Rwanda

Ghana
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GENDER EQUALITY

Gender equality is crucial
to commercial success

37 %

Of portfolio have a
third of their leadership
filled by women

34 %

Of our portfolio’s small-scale
suppliers, customers, and
traders are women

Gender equality and women’s empowerment
are crucial to the commercial success of our
investments and the quality of the development
impact those investments deliver. There is a lot
to do in the journey towards gender equality,
but we are already making a real difference in
the portfolio.
Women benefit from AgDevCo’s investments
throughout the supply chain. Women farmers
are proactively included in contracts and
training initiatives. More women supplied goods
to our investee companies in 2021 than in any
previous year.

Malawi

Ghana

28 %

Of jobs in the portfolio are
filled by women

Women employed at our investees are
protected by anti-discrimination and antiharassment policies, and increasingly
accessing opportunities to develop and grow.
In 2021, more of our companies set up
child-care and breast-feeding facilities at work.
Women employees also received training on
topics like health and safety at work and
computer skills. As consumers, women are
supported with accessible and nutritious food
for them and their families.

Senegal

Tanzania
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Empowering women across
the portfolio
AgDevCo supports its investees to develop
the careers of the women they employ. In
2021, we organised remote training to
women in middle management roles in our
portfolio. The course covered workplace
confidence, how to have critical
conversations, assertiveness, financial
planning, and career development.
The classes were delivered using Zoom.
The participants had personal exercises and
practice work to do between each class. The
course brought together women from across
the African continent; Ghana, Uganda, and
Malawi.

The feedback from the participants was that
they found the course useful and would
recommend it to other people they work
with. One participant from the finance team
at Babator Farming Company (BFC), said
that the training taught her to voice her
opinions at work in a non-emotional way.
She said that she uses the skills from the
training in her job to insist that colleagues
follow the correct procedures when people
try and circumvent the rules.
We learnt that remote training is a good way
to reach lots of women in different
geographies, but that it requires women to
have their own laptops, decent computer
skills, and speak English. We will explore
in-person training to get around these
constraints.
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LOOKING FORWARD

A future of
sustainable
impacts

The hard work of our investees, with support
from AgDevCo, means that our portfolio has
weathered most of the Covid-19 related
challenges. We expect too that the
businesses will be able to manage through
the additional disruption resulting from the
war in Ukraine. The AgDevCo portfolio has
proved that the impact it generates is
sustainable and resilient. The impact
numbers at a portfolio level plateaued in
2020 but did not materially decrease. Already

in 2021, we are able to see the impact
growing to higher than pre-pandemic levels.
At the end of 2021, AgDevCo secured $90m
of new funding from the CDC Group,
Norfund and DFC which will allow us to
continue to grow our investment activities in
agriculture across Sub-Saharan Africa . This
funding marks the beginning of a partnership
in which AgDevCo will use its sector
specialism, drawing on our new funders’
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networks and resources, to increase the
number of impactful investments in African
agriculture.
In 2022, we will also scale up the work of our
Technical Assistance Facility, which has
received new funding of up to $5.4m from
CDC, Norfund and the UK’s Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development Office
(FCDO). We have plans with our fruit export
company in Mozambique to intensify the

support they provide local farmers to
become climate resilient. A new training
centre will be set up with our Mozambiquan
poultry company. We have partnered with
our poultry company in Uganda to provide
sales agents with access to training and
credit, with an aim of getting more women
involved in those roles.

Partner with us to build
a thriving commercial
agriculture sector that
benefits Africa’s people,
economies, and the
environment.

AgDevCo UK (HQ)
Peer House
8-14 Verulam Street
London
WC1X 8LZ
United Kingdom
T + 44 (0) 20 7539 2650
E	info@agdevco.com

www.agdevco.com

